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Abstract:We address the problem of user fast revocation in the lattice-based Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based
Encryption (CP-ABE) by extending the scheme originally introduced by Zhang and Zhang [Zhang J, Zhang Z.
A ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption scheme without pairings. In: International Conference on
Information Security and Cryptology. Springer; 2011. p. 324–40. doi: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-34704-7_
23.]. While a lot of work exists on the construction of revocable schemes for CP-ABE based on pairings, works
based on lattices are not so common, and – to the best of our knowledge – we introduce the first server-aided
revocation scheme in a lattice-based CP-ABE scheme, hence being embedded in a post-quantum secure envir-
onment. In particular, we rely on semi-trusted “mediators” to provide a multi-step decryption capable of
handling mediation without re-encryption. We comment on the scheme and its application, and we provide
performance experiments on a prototype implementation in the Attribute-Based Encryption spin-off library of
Palisade to evaluate the overhead compared with the original scheme.

Keywords: mediated CP-ABE, lattice-based cryptography, learning with errors, post-quantum cryptography,
cloud cryptography

MSC 2020: 94A60, 68P25, 68Q25

1 Introduction

In this work, we tackle the problem of designing a fast key-revoking system in a Ciphertext Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption (CP-ABE) constructed on some presumed post-quantum resistant algebraic setting. The
presented approach involves a Dual-Regev CP-ABE scheme, which combines the advantages of attribute-based
encryption with the security properties of the Regev encryption scheme [1] and provides a flexible and secure
mechanism for access control and data encryption.

The Regev encryption scheme is a lattice-based encryption scheme based on the hardness of the Learning
with Errors problem (the so-called learning with errors (LWE) assumption), which is considered to be resistant
to quantum attacks by the worst-case complexity of the decision version of the shortest vector problem
(GapSVP) and shortest independent vector problem (SIVP) on lattices. It represents messages as vectors,
and encryption is achieved by adding noise to those vectors. Decryption, conversely, can only be efficiently
done by the intended recipient who possesses a secret key.

In a Dual-Regev CP-ABE scheme, ciphertexts are associated with access policies represented as pattern
strings, where symbols can be 0, 1, or *. Users possess secret keys corresponding to their attributes (repre-
sented as bit strings). Decryption succeeds if the user’s attribute matches the policy pattern specified in the
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ciphertext. This allows for fine-grained access control, where access to encrypted data is granted based on
attribute matching. In contrast to most of the CP-ABE schemes that are based on bilinear maps, these schemes
do not rely on pairings. The absence of pairings in such schemes offers advantages in terms of simplicity and
efficiency.

In this context, revocation implies the capability of making the user’s attributes/keys no longer valid, if
needed; situations where revocation is required are typical in the business context, where, e.g., a product
owner requires the ability to revoke privileges to users without needing to re-encrypt all the data. This is
particularly true if the product owner has no direct control over the data, e.g., if they are hosted on third-party
platforms or they actually belong to other users (like in the case of sharing platforms). Although this last
example might seem unusual, it is common that cloud storage companies store data on servers that are, e.g.,
located in different countries and are hence subject to different laws concerning data regulation and privacy.
In such a scenario, a company might want to retain complete control over data access without having to store
them in first person.

To address the issue of user revocation, we propose mRLWE-CP-ABE, a novel solution that builds upon the
Dual Regev CP-ABE scheme introduced in the study by Zhang and Zhang [2] by enforcing a security-mediated
public key encryption (PKE). In particular, mRLWE-CP-ABE shares similarities with the ideas introduced in
USENIX 2001 Boneh et al.’s article, [3].

The main idea presented in this article is the use of a (semi)trusted third party, called the security mediator
(SM), to check the user whenever she wants to decrypt a ciphertext. The user requires assistance of the security
mediator because the secret key is separated into two (or more) portions during key generation, with one
portion given to the user while the remaining parts are given to (possibly multiple) SMs. The user requires the
security mediator’s help in order to enable full user secret key recovery, and decrypt or sign messages.

We implement the proposed scheme in Palisade [4]. In particular, by building such practical tests on the
implementation of the Palisade attribute-based encryption (ABE) project spin-off, we implicitly show its
effectiveness.

1.1 Related works

ABE, first proposed in the study by Sahai and Waters [5], is an asymmetric cryptographic primitive for one-to-
many encryption that, as highlighted by high number of surveys in the last few years on it [6–10], attracted
many interests along the years as it provides fine-grained access control over data. An ABE scheme allows a
data owner to encrypt some data once and to share themwith many along with a set of required attributes that
define an access policy; the set of valid recipients is not required to be known in advance: all we need is that an
authorised user must retain a set of valid attributes that satisfy the access policy. Each user is identified by the
set of attributes of his/her owns. Over the years, two variants of ABE have been proposed in the literature: the
CP-ABE [11] and the Key Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [12]. In CP-ABE, the access policy is applied
to the ciphertext, conversely, in KP-ABE it is associated with the secret key, so usually CP-ABE is preferred as it
is more flexible. Different from classical public key schemes where a user who wants to share encrypted data
with many others is required to perform many encryptions, one for each of valid recipient, in ABE schemes,
the encryption is performed only once for many users: for this reason, in cloud environments, ABE schemes
are a common choice. However, in this context, usually, the set of users changes frequently so the ability to
revoke some users is a necessary requirement for any ABE scheme.

In the literature [13], the revocation mechanism was categorised into three classes: direct, indirect, and
server-aided.

The direct revocation follows the approach of conventional public key management systems (PKMS) where
a certificate revocation list (CRL) is distributed. Once a user needs to be revoked, the key authority in the PKMS
adds the user identifier to the CRL and shares the updated list. Some examples of ABE schemes that implement
direct revocation were given in the studies by Liu et al. [14] and Phuong et al. [15]. The major drawback of
direct revocation is, of course, related to the distribution of the updated CRL. Any data owner must update his/
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her CRL before encrypting new data to exclude revoked users. Furthermore, as the revoked user set grows, so
does the size of the CRL. Liu et al. [14] proposed a solution to overcome both issues by setting expiration dates
on keys, by embedding the revocation list along with the ciphertext, and by removing revoked keys from the
list once expired; however, in such schemes, data owner still needs to update his/her CRL to be sure not to miss
any recently revoked user.

In indirect revocation, every time a user is revoked, the key authority generates new keys only for the
remaining non-revoked users. The benefit of this approach is that the server only needs to work on the subset
of still active users and does not need to periodically share the CRL. A few examples of CP-ABE indirect revocable
schemes were mentioned in the studies by Sahai et al. [16] and Yu et al. [17] and in the study by Xie et al. [18]. For
instance, in both studies by Sahai et al. [16] and by Yu et al. [17], the authors proposed to update both the keys for
still active users and the older ciphertexts, stored on the cloud, to not letting a revoked user to decrypt them
anymore. The approach proposed in in the study by Xie et al. [18] is slightly different: they update the keys but
each user has two different keys, an individual and a group key, both needed for the decryption.

Server-aided revocation solutions try to avoid the need for key updates and the distribution of the CRL.
They required, as the system we propose in this article, to leverage third-party cooperation to decrypt. Here,
following the approach first proposed in the study by Boneh et al. [3] and then applied also in the studies by
Yang et al. [19] and Cul et al. [20], we rely on key-splitting feature for the revocation. Different from the
literature, to the best of our knowledge, mRLWE-CP-ABE is the first application of such a revocation technique
to a lattice-based ABE scheme; we believe this is an important step as our system, uniquely with respect to all
the previous works, is embedded in a post-quantum secure environment.

1.2 Contributions

Here, in the following, we list the main contributions of this work
• Inspired by the study by Boneh et al. [3], we propose mRLWE-CP-ABE the first, to the best of our knowledge,
CP-ABE revocation scheme based on lattices, a presumed post-quantum resistant algebraic setting. We start
with the CP-ABE scheme presented in the study by Zhang and Zhang [2], and we extend and modify it to
support key revocation. We rely on (semi)trusted third party, called the security mediator, to perform fast
and efficient user key revocation.

• We provide a formal description of the proposed scheme along with the analysis of its parameter and its
security proof.

• We implement mRLWE-CP-ABE scheme on Palisade, a well-known crypto library, and we experimentally
evaluate the overhead introduced by the revocation mechanism in terms of performance.

• We will release the implementation of our scheme to let the community independently test and evaluate it.

1.3 Organisation of the article

The rest of this article is organised as follows. Section 2 wraps up the notation and the mathematical basics
used in the rest of this article. Section 3 reviews the mathematical background used throughout this article
(a confident reader can safely skip this section): in particular, the SIVP problem (Section 3.1), the discrete
Gaussian (Section 3.2), the learning with error problem (Section 3.3), and some useful algorithms on lattices
(Section 3.4) are recalled. Section 4 introduces the system model of CP-ABE (Section 4.1) and analyses the
scheme presented in the study by Zhang and Zhang [2] by reworking its definition (Section 4.2) and analysing
its parameters (Section 4.3), providing a few small changes in the notation to better prepare the ground for the
mediated scheme. Section 5 holds the main contribution of the article, defining the mediated CP-ABE system
model (Section 5.1), introducing the novel scheme (Section 5.2), and analysing its parameters (Section 5.3).
Section 6 analyses both the threat model (Section 6.1) and the classical security (Section 6.2) of the proposed
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scheme. Section 7 introduces the multi-bit variation on the original and mediated scheme, following the build
from the study by Zhang and Zhang [2]. Section 8 presents some benchmarks and results on the proposed
scheme. Finally, Section 9 closes this article resuming the contributions and providing some hints on future
works.

2 Notation

Numeric sets of positive integers, integers, and real numbers are denoted with blackboard bold letters �, � ,
and� , respectively. The quotient group modulo q, ∈q �, is denoted by = ∕ = −q q0, …, 1q� � � { }. Probabilities
are defined by capital letter ⋅�[ ], and distributions are denoted usually with χ , and we say that a is sampled from
it by writing ←a χ$ . In particular, the uniform distribution over a set S is denoted by U S( ).

Matrices are usually denoted by upper-case letters (A B, ,… ), while vectors are interpreted as single-
column matrices and usually denoted by lower-case letters (a b, ,… ). Matrices (and vectors) can be transposed
(AT ), concatenated by columns ( A B[ ‖ ]), or concatenated by rows (A B; ). The scalar product is denoted by ⋅ ⋅,⟨ ⟩,
while the Euclidean and the infinity norm of a vector are denoted by a‖ ‖ and ∞a‖ ‖ , respectively. By the abuse of
notation, we define the norm of a matrix as the infinity norm over the Euclidean norm of its columns, i.e. if
=A a a… n1[ ‖ ‖ ], then =A amaxi i‖ ‖ ‖ ‖. Finally, if the columns of a matrix =A a a… n1[ ‖ ‖ ] are linearly indepen-

dent, we denote with =A a a˜ ˜ … ˜n1[ ‖ ‖ ] the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation of vectors a a,…, n1 taken in that
order.

We refer to attributes with calligraphic capital letters; in particular,� denotes the admissible attributes,�
denotes the user attribute specifications, and � denotes the ciphertext access structures. If � is compatible
with � , we say that it satisfies the access structure and we write ⊢� � ; otherwise, we write ⊬� � .

The security parameter throughout this article is n, and all other quantities are the implicit functions of it.
We use standard notations big-� , big-�̃ , and small-ω to denote asymptotic classes, we write npoly( ) to
determine functions =f n O nc( ) ( ) for some constant c, and we write nnegl( ) to determine negligible functions
f n( ), i.e., eventually upper bounded by

n

1

c
. Finally, we say that a probability is overwhelming if it is − n1 negl( ).

3 Prerequisites on lattices

An n-dimensional lattice of rank ≤m n is a subset of n� given by the span of m linear independent vectors
∈b b,…, m

n
1 � . In formulas, we have

= = ∈Λ B B c c, ,m��( ) {⟨ ⟩∣ }

where ∈ =×B b b…n m
m1� [ ‖ ‖ ] is called the basis of the lattice.

The set of linear functionals that take integer values on each point of Λ is called dual lattice, and it is
denoted by:

= ∈ ∈ ∈x vΛ x v Λ* , , for all .n� �{ ∣⟨ ⟩ }

Given a matrix ∈ ×A n m� , the set of vectors that nullifies A is an m-dimensional lattice, called orthogonal
lattice of A, and it is denoted by:

= ∈ =⊥ AΛ e A e 0, .m�( ) { ∣⟨ ⟩ }

Orthogonal lattices are particularly useful when working in modular arithmetic; given a matrix
∈ ×

A q
n m� , we analogously define

= ∈ ≡⊥
Λ A e A e 0, .q

m
q�( ) { ∣⟨ ⟩ }
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We further observe that for any square matrix ∈ ×
B q

n n� , we have = ⇔ =A x B A x, 0 , , 0⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟨ ⟩⟩ ; hence,
=⊥ ⊥

Λ A Λ B A,q q( ) (⟨ ⟩).

3.1 Hard problems

Many cryptographic primitives have been constructed whose security is based on the (worst-case) hardness of
SIVP or closely related lattice problems. In particular, the (worst-case) hardness of the SIVP for npoly( )

approximation factors implies the existence of several fundamental cryptographic primitives. Blömer and
Seifert [21] showed that the SIVP is NP-hard to approximate for any constant approximation factor γ. Their
result is shown only for the Euclidean norm, and their proofs were extended to arbitrary norms by the study
by Aggarwal and Chung [22].

The norm of vector x, denoted by x‖ ‖, is defined with respect to integer p:

∑⎜ ⎟≔
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠=

∕

xx .p

i

n

i
p

p

1

1

‖ ‖ ∣ ∣

We write SIVPp as a notation respective to p. Hence, SIVP2 is the case considered in the study by Blömer and
Seifert [21].

Hereinafter, we suppose fixed =p 2 and we omit from explicitly mentioning it in the norm.
A basic parameter of the lattice Λ is the length of the shortest non-zero vector in the lattice. The parameter

λ1 is also indicated as the first successive of Λ and denoted by λ1. It is important to know the lower and upper
bounds for λ1, which, of course, depend on p: a lower bound is given by the length of the shortest vector in the
Gram–Schmidt reduced form of the basis: ≤λ bmin ˜

i i1 ‖ ‖. Similarly, for =i n1,…, , the i-th successive minimum,
denoted by λ Λi( ), is the smallest l such that there are i non-zero linearly independent lattice vectors that have
length at most l.

The SIVP consists in finding n independent and “short” vectors: given a basis ∈ ×B n n� , find independent
vectors u u,…, n1 such that ≤ λui n∣∣ ∣∣ for =i n1,…, , [23].

Proposition 1. (Theorem 2 from [22]) Under the (randomised) gap exponential time hypothesis, for any ≥p 1,
there exists >γ 1, >ε 0 such that γ-SIVPp with rank n is not solvable in 2εn time.

The Gap-Exponential Time Hypothesis is a fine-grained complexity-theoretic hypothesis introduced in the
study by Impagliazzo and Paturi [24], and it is required to exclude sub-exponential algorithms.

3.2 Discrete Gaussians

We recall the definition of Gaussian function centred in c and scaled by a factor of s to be

⎟⎜= ⎛
⎝
−

− ⎞
⎠

∈ρ π
s

x
x c

xexp , .
s

n
c,

2

2
�( )

‖ ‖

A Gaussian function is typically used to build (continuous) probability distributions as:

= ∈D
ρ

s
x

x

x, ,s

s

N

n
c

c

,

,

�( )
( )

being ∫= ∈s ρ x xdN
sx c,n�

( ) the total measure associated with ρ
s c,
.

Given a lattice ⊂Λ n� , we can discretise the distributions Ds c, on it by distributing ∈x n� according to
Ds c, and conditioning ∈x Λ, thus obtaining
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= =D
D

D

ρ

ρ
x

x

Λ

x

Λ
,s

s

s

s

s

Λ c

c

c

c

c

, ,

,

,

,

,

( )
( )

( )

( )

( )

with ρ Λ
s c,

( ) being the proper normalisation constant evaluated as = ∑ ∈ρ ρΛ y
s sc y Λ c, ,

( ) ( ). We call such distribu-
tion a discrete Gaussian function with centre c and parameter s, and we omit the subscripts s and c if equal,
respectively, to 1 and to the origin 0.

Given a parameter ∈ +ε � , we further recall from the study by Micciancio and Regev [25] the definition of
smoothing parameter η

ε
as:

= ∈ ≤+η s ρ εΛ 0min *\ .
ε s

1�{ ∣ ( { }) }

In particular, if ≥s η
ε
, we can bound the dispersion of the Gaussian as per the following.

Lemma 1. (Lemma 4.4 from [25]) For any n-dimensional lattice Λ, for any centre ∈c n� , and for any ∈ε 0, 1( ),
we have that if ≥s η Λ

ε
( ), then

− > ≤
−
+

⋅←
−s n

ε

ε
x c

1

1
2 .D

n
x sΛ c$ , ,
� [‖ ‖ ]

3.3 LWE

Originally presented in the study by Regev [1] and later extended in the study [26], LWE is a hard lattice
problem founding in Fully Homomorphic Encryption. Its hardness has been proven in the study by Regev [1]
via a quantum reduction to SIVP and GapSVP and in the study by Peikert [27] via a classical reduction to a
variation of GapSVP.

Let ∈q � and let χ be a probability distribution on q� . For any ∈s q
n� , LWE instances with secret s are

defined as samples from:

= ∈ × = + ← ←A x U x χa y y a s a, , with , .χ q
n

q
T

q
n

s, $ $� � �{( ) ∣ ( ) }

LWE can be either formulated as a search or a decision problem, being the first to recover s given multiple
samples of A χs, and the second to distinguish between A χs, and ×U Uq

n
q� �( ) ( ). In particular, if =q npoly( ),

the two problems are polynomially equivalent [26]. In the following, we denote with LWE q χ, a generic instance
of LWE with a specific parameter ∈q �.

Let us denote by Ψα, a periodisation of the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance β

π2

2

and by Ψ̄α its
discretisation, then we have:

Proposition 2. (Theorem 1.1 from [26]) Let = ∈α α n 0, 1( ) ( ) and let ∈q � be such that >αq n2 holds.
Assuming we have access to an oracle that solves LWE q,Ψ̄α

given a polynomial number of samples, then there

exists an efficient quantum algorithm for solving the decision version of GapSVP and SIVP to within ˜
n

α
�( ) in the

worst case.

More formally, for ∈r 0, 1[ ), we have

∑ ⎟⎜= ⋅
⎛
⎝
− ⎛⎝

− ⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠=−∞

∞

r
α

π
r k

α
Ψ

1
exp mod 1α

k

2

( )

and

= ⌊ ⋅ ⌉r q r qΨ̄ Ψ mod .α α( ) ( )

In particular, we can characterise the distribution Ψ̄α

m as follows:

Lemma 2. (Lemma 12 from [28]) Let ∈e m� and ←y Ψ̄α

m

$ . Then, the following relation in q� holds (but for
negligible probability in m):
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≤ ⋅ ⋅ +qα ω m
m

e y e elog
2

.T∣ ∣ ‖ ‖ ( ) ‖ ‖

In particular, for ←x Ψ̄α$ , it holds in q� (but for negligible probability in m):

≤ ⋅ +x qα ω mlog
1

2
.∣ ∣ ( )

3.4 Literature algorithms on lattices

In the following, we recall four algorithms from the literature that are later used both in the original CP-ABE
scheme and in mRLWE-CP-ABE.

Function 1. (SampleGaussian, Theorem 4.1 from [29]) Let = ⊂Λ B m��( ) be am-dimensional lattice with basis
B. Given a Gaussian parameter ∈ +s � such that ≥ ⋅s ω mB̃ log‖ ‖ ( ) and for any centre ∈c m� , there exists a
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm SampleGaussian( sB c, , ) that samples a vector ∈x Λ with a distribu-
tion statistically close to the discrete Gaussian D sΛ c, , .

Function 2. (TrapGen, Algorithm 1 from [30]) Let ∈q � be an odd prime associated with a security parameter n

and let ∈m � be a dimension such that ≥ +m δ n q5 3 log0( ) , for any ∈ +δ0 � . There exists a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm TrapGen(n m q, , ) that generates a statistically −mq δ

n
0 2( )-close to uniform matrix

∈ ×
A q

n m� and a with-overwhelming-probability-short basis TA of the orthogonal lattice ⊥
Λ Aq ( ), i.e., such

that ≤ n qT logA �‖ ‖ ( ) and ≤ n qT̃ logA �‖ ‖ ( ).

In the following, we choose =δ0

1

3
so that we obtain ≥ ⌈ ⌉m n q6 log .

Function 3. (SamplePre, Section 5.2 from [29]) Let ∈q � be an odd prime associated with a security parameter
n, let ∈m � be a dimension such that ≥m n q2 log , and let ∈s � be a Gaussian parameter such that
≥s ω mlog( ). In general, for all (but a −q2 n fraction of) ∈ ×

A q
n m� , the distribution of the syndrome

= qu Ae mod yielded by ← De s$ ,
m� is statistically close to U q

n�( ). In particular, for such values, there exists
a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm SamplePre( sA T u, , ,A ) that samples e given a short basis TA of the
orthogonal lattice ⊥

Λ Aq ( ), conditioned on s being such that ≥ ⋅s ω mT̃ logA‖ ‖ ( ).

Function 4. (GenSamplePre, Theorem 3.4 from [31]) Let ∈q � be an odd prime associated with a security
parameter n and let ∈m � be a dimension such that ≥m n q2 log . Assume = ∈ ×

A A A… k q
n mk

1 �[ ‖ ‖ ] and
consider = ⊂∣ ∣J j j k, … 1, …,

J1
{ } { } be a set of indices of the Ai matrices1. Let = ∣ ∣A A A…J j j J1

[ ‖ ‖ ] and let TAJ
be

a basis of the orthogonal lattice ⊥
Λ Aq J( ). There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm GenSamplePre

( J sA T u, , , ,AJ
) that samples ← De s$ ,

mk� condition on =A e u,⟨ ⟩ , with ≥ ⋅s ω kmT̃ logAJ
‖ ‖ ( ) (hence indepen-

dent of the choice and size of J ).
In particular, to build such an algorithm, consider =J k J¯ 1, …, \{ } . We can retrieve ei for ∈i J̄ directly from
← ⋅ −De J s¯ $ ,

m k J� ( ‖ ‖) , while ej for ∈j J can be retrieved from = −se B T u A eSamplePre , , , ,J JB ¯( ⟨ ⟩), so building e

such that =A e u,⟨ ⟩ .

4 CP-ABE scheme on lattices

We open this section by recalling the formal definition of a CP-ABE scheme and a possible security model for it.
Then, we review the CP-ABE scheme presented in the study by Zhang and Zhang [2], we extend later in Section
5, and we discuss its parameters requirements and security.



1 More in general, at least n columns of the matrix A are required; however, for the sake of simplicity, we consider only blocks Ai.
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4.1 System model

A CP-ABE scheme is a framework to perform secure data sharing where recipients are not specific users – like
in classic PKE schemes – but rather users with specific attributes. A trusted central authority is needed for
what concerns user key creation; however, data encryption and decryption can be performed without its
further collaboration; in particular, also data owners outside the accredited users can encrypt data.

More formally, we have

Scheme 1. (CP-ABE) A CP-ABE scheme consists of four algorithms:
• →σSetup , msk, pk�( ) ( ) is the initialisation algorithm executed by a central authority to set up a pair of
public key (pk) and master secret key (msk) starting from a set of security parameters σ and a set of
admissible attributes � . msk is used for the creation of users’ keys, while pk is used for message encryption.

• →KGen msk, sk�( ) is the algorithm the authority runs to accredit a user with an attribute specification � ,
hence building a private key sk capable of decrypt ciphertexts only with access structure � such
that ⊢� � .

• →M CEnc pk, ,�( ) is the encryption algorithm run by a data owner to encrypt the message M in a
ciphertext C with access structure � . Only the public key pk is needed to perform this operation.

• → ′ ⊥C MDec sk, or( ) is the decryption algorithm run by a user to retrieve the message M associated with
the ciphertext C . The equality = ′M M is required with overwhelming probability if the attribute specifica-
tion � of the private key pk satisfies the access structure � of the ciphertext C (i.e., ⊢� � ). On the
contrary, if ⊬� � , the output must be ⊥.

Following the structure of the original article [2], we propose the selective chosen plaintext attack (sCPA)
for assessing security. In sCPA, a challenge access structure� is initially specified by the attacker and then an
interactive game is run. In the game, the attacker submits two plaintexts, one of which is randomly chosen and
encrypted by the challenger. The attacker is then required to determine which plaintext corresponds to the
given ciphertext.

More formally, consider the following indistinguishability game (IND-sCPA) between a challenger � that
acts as a central authority and an adversary � that acts as an attacker:

Init. � chooses a challenge access structure � and prompts it to � .
Setup. � performs all the setup tasks and eventually prompts the public key pk to � .
Key generation queries. � is allowed us to make a polynomial number of adaptive key generation

queries on any attribute specification � such that ⊬� � .
Challenge.� submits two messages of equal length M0 and M1 to � , who randomly chooses ∈b 0, 1{ } and

returns to � the ciphertext associated with Mb, i.e. returns MEnc pk, , b�( ).
Guess. � is allowed us to perform one more round of Key generation queries and eventually outputs a

bit ′b .
The advantage of an adversary � w.r.t. the previous game is defined as:

= = ′ −-
b bσAdv

1

2
.

IND sCPA �� ( ) [ ]

We can further define a CP-ABE scheme to be secure against sCPA if, for any polynomial time adversary� ,
the advantage -

σAdv
IND sCPA

� ( ) is a negligible function in the security parameters σ .
As shown in the recent literature (see e.g., [32]), carefulness should, however, be made if protocol security

is obtained via classical proofs, since their translation to the post-quantum context (in particular when
interactive proofs are considered, like in this case) is not guaranteed. In light of these recent results, in the
present work, we only discuss classical security. More work is to be carried out in this direction; although the
scheme here presented is based, under the LWE assumption, on a problem that is commonly thought to be
hard also in a quantum computing setting, the security of the scheme is assessed as in the study by Zhang and
Zhang [2] only against a classical attacker.
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4.2 Scheme

The scheme we work on was originally introduced by Zhang and Zhang [2], and it is somehow inspired by
Shamir Secret Sharing [33] technique, where a randomly chosen shared secret ←s q

n
$ � is hidden through

multiple LWE samples and it is used in a LWE-PKE [29] fashion to build a ciphertext.
The main idea is to provide a given user with a fixed attribute (say 0) and a set of variable attributes
= 1, …,� �{ ∣ ∣} that can either be assigned (say +i ) or not (say −i ) for a total of = +r 1�∣ ∣ attributes. Then, access

structures � can either specify a given attribute (both in a positive or in a negative way) or not (actually
providing them both).

More formally, a user attribute specification is a 2-partition = + −S S,� ( ) of � (i.e., ∪ =+ −S S �

and ∩ = ∅+ −S S ), while an access structure is a 2-covering = + −W W,� ( ) of � (i.e. ∪ =+ −W W � , but
∩ = ∅+ −W W is not required), where +S and +W represent the sets of positive attributes; moreover, −S and

−W are the sets of negative attributes. In particular, we say that user attributes � satisfy the access structure
� if ⊆+ +S W and ⊆− −S W : in such case, we write ⊢� � ; otherwise, we write ⊬� � .

The advantage of providing user-attribute specifications as 2-partition consists in always having the same
number of attributes, hence being able to build a matrix ∈ ×

D q
n mr� to be used in GenSamplePre. At the same

time, the fixed attribute 0 provides an excellent point to evaluate the short basis needed by GenSamplePre

(hence assuming =J 0{ }): in fact, it is fixed amongst all the possible user attribute specifications and it can be
pre-evaluated efficiently via TrapGen algorithm.

Formally, the scheme is parameterised on the modulus q, the dimension m, the security parameter n, the
Gaussian parameter s, and the error distribution χ with parameter α. Requirements on these parameters are
analysed later in the next section.

The definition of the four functions from Scheme 1 are provided in Algorithms from 1 to 4.

Algorithm 1: →n m qSetup , , , pk, msk�( ) ( )

Input: the parameters ∈n m q, , � and the set of attributes = −r1, …, 1� { }

Output: the public key pk and the master secret key msk

1 ← n m qB T, TrapGen , ,B0 0
( ) ( );

2 for each ∈i � do
3 ⌊ ←+ − ×

UB B,i i q
n m

$ �( );
4 ← Uu q

n
$ �( );

5 ← + −
∈B B B upk , , ,i i i0 �( { } );

6 ← Tmsk pk, B0
( )

Algorithm 2: →KGen msk, sk�( )

Input: the master secret key msk and a user attribute spec. = + −S S,� ( )

Output: the user secret key sk holding the attribute specification � and the private secret ← De s$ ,
mr�

1 for each ∈i �

2 ⎢

⎣⎢
←
⎧
⎨
⎩

∈
∈

+ +

− −
i S

i S
A

B

B

if

if
i

i

i

;

3 ← ∣ ∣A B A A…0 1 �[ ‖ ‖ ‖ ];
4 ← se A T uGenSamplePre , , 0 , ,B0

( { } );
5 ← esk ,�( );
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Algorithm 3: →W M CEnc pk, ,( )

Input: the public key pk, an access structure = + −W W,� ( ) and a message ∈M 0, 1{ }

Output: the ciphertext structure C holding the LWE-PKE encrypted message ∈z q� and the coefficients
±

ci to allow the random secret retrieval (if the access structure is satisfied)
1 ← Us q

n
$ �( );

2 ←x χz $ ;
3 ← + + ⌊ ⌋z x Mu s,T

z

q

2
⟨ ⟩ ;

4 ← χx m
$ ;

5 ← +c B s x,
T

0 0⟨ ⟩ ;
6 for each ∈ +i W

7

8

⎢
⎣⎢
←
← ++ +

χx

c B s x

;

, ;

m

i i
T

$

⟨ ⟩

9 for each ∈ −i W do
10

11

⎢
⎣⎢
←
← +− −

χx

c B s x

;

, ;

m

i i
T

$

⟨ ⟩

12 ← +
∈

−
∈+ −C W z c c c, , , ,i i W i i W0( { } { } );

Algorithm 4: →C MDec , sk( ) or ⊥

Input: a ciphertext structure C and a secret key sk

Output: the message ′ ∈M 0, 1{ } which corresponds to the original message M if − ′ <x xz

q

4
∣ ∣ (say ≤ q

ℓ
for

each > 4ℓ )
1 if ⊬� �

2 return ⊥;
3 for each ∈i � do
4 ⎢

⎣⎢
←
⎧
⎨
⎩

∈
∈

+ +

− −
i S

i S
y

c

c

if

if
i

i

i

;

5 ← ∣ ∣y c y y; ;…;0 1 �
[ ];

6 ←a e y,T⟨ ⟩; // = + = + ′xe y e A s e x u s, , , , ,T T T T T⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟨ ⟩⟩ ⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟩

7 ← −b z a; // − = − ′ + ⌊ ⌋z a x x Mz

q

2

8
′ ←

⎧
⎨
⎩

⌊ ⌋ ≤ ≤ ⌊ ⌋
M

b1 if

0 otherwise

q q

4

3

4 ;

4.3 Parameter requirements and security

We analyse the scheme parameters considering the requisites (i) of having a correct decryption (cf. Algorithm
4), (ii) required by Proposition 2, and (iii) required by Functions 1–4. Then, we obtain:
(i) ≥ ⌈ ⌉m n q6 log as required by TrapGen (Function 2);
(ii) ≥ ⋅s ω mrT̃ logB0

‖ ‖ ( ( ) ) as required by GenSamplePre (Function 4) and by the security proof;

(iii) − ′ ≤x xz

q
∣ ∣

ℓ
, with > 4ℓ , for correct decryption (Algorithm 4);

(iv) ≥αq n2 for LWE hardness (Proposition 2).
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i( ) suggests us to parameterise m over a value ∈δ � being such that > ⌈ ⌉n qlogδ , thus obtaining

= +m n6 .δ1

Furthermore, we know from Function 2 that ≤ n qT̃ logB0
�‖ ‖ ( ), or, in other terms, that ≤ mT̃B0

�‖ ‖ ( );
hence, from the second condition, we obtain

= ⋅s m ω mrlog .( ( ) )

In order to tackle iii( ), we recall from Lemma 2 that ≤ ⋅ +x qα ω mlogz

1

2
∣ ∣ ( ) and ′ = ≤x e x,T∣ ∣ ∣⟨ ⟩∣

⋅ ⋅ +qα ω me elog
m

2
‖ ‖ ( ) ‖ ‖ and from Lemma 1 that ≤ s mre‖ ‖ ; hence, due to triangular inequality, we
obtain

− ′ ≤ + ′

≤ ⋅ + ⋅ + +

≤ ⋅ ⋅ + +

≤ ⋅ +

x x x x

qα ω m ω mr m

qα s mr ω mr sm r

sqα mr ω mr smr

e elog log
1

2
1

log
1

2
1

log .

z z∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

( ( ) ‖ ‖ ( ( ) )) ( ‖ ‖ )

( ( ) ) ( )

( ( ) )

Plugging the inequality in iii( ) and letting =ω ω mrˆ log( ( ) ), we obtain

⋅ ⋅ + ≤
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ≤
sqα mr ω smr q

q sα mr ω smr

ˆ

ˆ 1 ,

ℓ ℓ

(ℓ ) ℓ

which suggests us requiring

= ⋅ ⋅ −α s mr ω mrlog ,1( ( ( ) ))

hence obtaining from the previous inequality that

⋅ ⋅ − ≤q ω smr1 1 .(ℓ ( ) ) ℓ

Furthermore, in order to satisfy iv( ), we obtain

> ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅−q n α s nmr ω2 4 ˆ .1

Recalling from i( ) that >m n4 , a suitable solution is given by:

= ⋅q smr ω mrlog ,( ( ) )

solution yet still satisfying the sequence of inequalities we built for iii( ).
We can resume the above-stated conditions as follows:

= ∈ > ⌈ ⌉
= ⋅

= ⋅

= ⋅ ⋅

+

−

m n δ n q

s m ω mr

q smr ω mr

α s mr ω mr

6 , with log ,

log ,

log ,

log ,

δ δ1

1

�∣

( ( ) )

( ( ) )

( ( ( ) ))

(†)

in order to provide the scheme security claim.

Proposition 3. (Theorem 1 from [2]) Let =χ Ψ̄α and let m, s, q, and α be as from (†). Then, if LWE q χ, is hard, the
CP-ABE scheme (Setup, KGen, Enc, Dec) defined by Algorithms 1–4 is secure against sCPA.

In particular, if there exists an adversary� that breaks its sCPA security with advantage ε, then there exists
an algorithm 	 solving LWE q χ, with probability ε.
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5 mRLWE-CP-ABE

In this section, we describe the architecture of mRLWE-CP-ABE, our new CP-ABE encryption scheme, based on
lattices, able to efficiently revoke a target user; in particular, we propose a general scheme that extends
Scheme 1 by considering the addition of SMs. Then, we provide a full description of the mediated scheme
built on top of Zhang and Zhang’s scheme from Section 4.2, and we discuss the requirements changes on the
scheme parameters.

5.1 The system model

We rely on a new server-aided approach to provide a fast and reliable solution in order to avoid some
inefficiency intrinsically derived by direct and indirect revocation mechanisms. Our system is logically com-
posed by four kinds of entities:
• the key generation server (KGS): a trusted server that is able to generate a public key and, for each user, the
corresponding secret key.

• A set of k SM: each SM is a semi-trusted entity that has access to the mediator keys of a (sub)set of users.
• The data owner: someone who wants to encrypt some data for a set of, possibly unknown, users.
• A set of users that belong to the system: each user has an attribute specification that specifies his/her access
rights. The attributes are associated with the secret user key generated by the KGS.

We define our scheme on top of the one introduced in Section 4.2; namely, for each user, the KGS generates
a tuple of keys, sk, mk , …,mkk1( ); the sk is the user key and it is given to the user while the keys mkj , with
≤ ≤j k1 , are the mediator keys that are distributed one for each SM involved. In order for a user to success-

fully decrypt a ciphertext, two conditions are required: first, as usually in CP-ABE, the user must have an
attribute specification � that satisfies the ciphertext policy; second, all the k SMs must contribute to the
decryption.

Scheme 2. (Revocable CP-ABE) Our revocable CP-ABE scheme consists of five algorithms:
• →σSetup , msk, pk�( ) ( ) is the initialisation algorithm executed by the KGS. It behaves like in regular
CP-ABE.

• → =kMKGen msk, , sk, mkj j
k

1�( ) ( { } ) is the algorithm the KGS runs to accredit a user with an attribute speci-
fication � . In contrast to regular CP-ABE, the key is segmented in +k 1 parts, k of which are provided to k

SMs. The specified access structure � is stored with the user private key sk only, making mediators
unaware of users’ capabilities.

• →M CEnc pk, ,�( ) is the encryption algorithm the data owner runs to encrypt the message M . It behaves
like in regular CP-ABE schemes. As a consequence, data owners are not influenced by any means by this
scheme.

• →C MMDec , sk( ) or⊥ is the decryption algorithm a user runs to retrieve the message M associated with the
ciphertext C . It requires the cooperation of all the k SMs that should return the result of PDec in order to
make the user able to evaluate ′ =M M with overwhelming probability (if ⊢� � ). Like in regular CP-ABE
schemes, if ⊬� � , the output must be ⊥ (regardless of the possible collusion with SMs).

• → ayPDec , mk( ) is the algorithm run by SMs that allows them to produce a partial decryption information a

from y and the mediator key mk. Here, y is derived from the ciphertext C by the user requiring the partial
decryption within MDec function.

If a user is revoked, the KGS only needs to send this information to the SMs that have a mediator key for
that user and they will stop to collaborate in the decryption process. In particular, it is sufficient that just a
single SM refuses to cooperate to defeat the decryption process. This guarantees that, if at least one SM follows
the protocol, a revoked user cannot decrypt anymore.
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Please note that, differently from previous schemes in the literature, we do not require to update keys or
re-encrypt ciphertexts, in order to revoke a user, we just need to notify the SMs. Furthermore, already
encrypted ciphertexts that have not been decrypted before revoke occurs, are evenly secure against the
revoked user. This is also different from direct revocation where the CRL, as this revocation process does,
does not involve the encryption process. In order to support fast and secure revocation, our system incurs, of
course, in some overhead compared to that in the study by Zhang and Zhang [2]. For instance,
• The KGS has to generate +k 1 keys for each user;
• The decryption process of a ciphertext C requires +k 1 partial decryption plus k error generation that is
added by each SM to protect their mediator keys.

To experimentally evaluate the impact of revocation, we report some experiments in Section 8.
It is important to highlight that, despite SM’s need to be reachable at decryption time, hence making the

protocol interactive, the approach preserves the advantages of CP-ABE over classical PKE schemes. In fact, data
owners still produce encrypted data offline and without suffering any overhead w.r.t. non-mediated CP-ABE
schemes. Furthermore, access to data is still preserved by data owners and final users only, since SMs have
blind-access to data.

It is, however, important to note that the here proposed scheme is weak against any kind of denial of
service attack since being a single SM unreachable or uncooperative causes the decryption procedure to fail.
This outcome is common in any k k,( ) secret sharing scheme, where k participants out of k are required to
collaborate to retrieve the key. Just analogously to secret sharing schemes, it is hence possible, depending on
the use case requirement, to mitigate this issue by building a t k,( ) threshold scheme where only t out of k SMs
are required to carry out the partial decryption. Simpler solutions are also available, e.g., the possibility to give
SM keys with a certain amount of redundancy, actually creating a (possibly) non-homogeneous network of
SMs. Such a solution also allows us to distribute the decryption workload amongst multiple parties. Further
description of these approaches is, however, out of the scope of this article and will be the object of further
future analysis.

5.2 Scheme

mRLWE-CP-ABE shares the same parameter structure with the regular CP-ABE scheme presented in Section 4.
Requirements on these parameters are very similar too and are discussed in the next section. For this reason,
Setup function is defined as in Algorithm 1 without any particular changes.

Concurrently, as described in Section 5.1, the encryption procedure is not modified by the mediation
process; hence, Enc function is defined as in Algorithm 3.

The definition of the three remaining functions defining a revocable CP-ABE scheme follows in Algorithms
5 to 7.

Algorithm 5: → =kMKGen msk, , sk, mkj j
k

1�( ) ( { } )

Input: the master secret key msk, a user attribute specification = + −S S,� ( ), and the number of med-
iators k

Output: the user secret key sk holding the attribute specification � and the private secret ← De s$ ,
mr�

Output: the mediator secret key mkj holding the private secret ← Dmkj s$ ,
mr� , for each < ≤j k0

1 for each ∈i � do
2 ⎢

⎣⎢
←
⎧
⎨
⎩

∈
∈

+ +

− −
i S

i S
A

B

B

if

if
i

i

i

;

3 ← ∣ ∣A B A A…0 1 �[ ‖ ‖ ‖ ];
4 for =j k1,…,
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5 ⌊ ← Uuj q
n

$ �( );
6 ← smk A T uGenSamplePre , , 0 , ,j jB0

( { } );
7 ← − ∑ =u u uj

k

j0 1 ;
8 ← se A T uGenSamplePre , , 0 , ,B 00

( { } );
9 ← esk ,�( );
10 ← mkmkj j( );

Algorithm 6: → ayPDec , mkj j( )

Input: a vector y holding the information about the shared secret of a ciphertext and a mediator key mkj

Output: the decryption information aj

1 ←x χj $ ;
2 ← +a xmk y,j j

T
j⟨ ⟩

+ = + + = + ′ +x x x xmk y mk A s mk x u s, , , , ,j
T

j j
T T

j
T

j j
T

j j⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟨ ⟩⟩ ⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟩

Algorithm 7: →C MMDec , sk( ) or ⊥

Input: a ciphertext structure C and a user secret key sk

Output: the message ′ ∈M 0, 1{ } which corresponds to the original message M if

− ∑ ′ − ∑ <= =x x xz j

k

j j

k

j

q

0 1 4
∣ ∣ (say ≤ q

ℓ̂
for each >ˆ 4ℓ )

1 if ⊬� �

2 ⌊ return ⊥
3 for each ∈i � do
4 ⎢

⎣⎢
←
⎧
⎨
⎩

∈
∈

+ +

− −
i S

i S
y

c

c

if

if
i

i

i

;

5 ← ∣ ∣y c y y…0 1 �
[ ‖ ‖ ‖ ];

6 ←a e y,T
0 ⟨ ⟩; // = + = + ′xe y e A s e x u s, , , , ,T T T T T

0 0⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟨ ⟩⟩ ⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟩

7 for =j k1,…, // Queries to SMs can be performed asynchronously
8 ⌊ Request to the j-th mediator ← ∘a yPDec ,j ( );
9 ← ∑ =a aj

k

j0 ; //∑ = ∑ + ′ + ∑ = + ∑ ′ + ∑= = = = =a x x x xu s u s, ,j

k

j j

k

j
T

j j

k

j
T

j

k

j j

k

j0 0 1 0 1(⟨ ⟩ ) ⟨ ⟩

10 ← −b z a; // − = − ∑ ′ − ∑ + ⌊ ⌋= =z a x x x Mz j

k

j j

k

j

q

0 1 2

11
′ ←

⎧
⎨
⎩

⌊ ⌋ ≤ ≤ ⌊ ⌋
M

b1 if

0 otherwise

q q

4

3

4 ;

5.3 Parameter requirements

Requirements introduced in Section 4.3 still hold. However, error grows higher in MDec if compared to the
lattice-based CP-ABE scheme Dec. In fact, the requirement for correct decryption is as follows:

∑ ∑− ′ − ≤
= =

x x x
q

ˆ
.z

j

k

j

j

k

j

0 1
ℓ
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Do note that =xj j
k

1{ } are sampled from the same distribution as xz and ′ =xj j

k

1{ } are obtained as it was for ′x in the
original algorithm; hence, Lemma 2 still applies. Due to triangular inequality and following the same reduc-
tions as mentioned earlier, we obtain

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑− ′ − ≤ + ′ +

≤ + ⋅ + +
= = = =

x x x x x x

k sqα mr ω k smr1 ˆ 1 .

z

j

k

j

j

k

j z

j

k

j

j

k

j

0 1 0 1

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣

( ) ( )

Plugging the inequality in the requirement for decryption, we obtain

+ ⋅ ⋅ + + ≤
⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ − ≤ +
k sqα mr ω k smr q

q k sα mr ω k smr

1 ˆ ˆ 1 ˆ

1 ˆ ˆ 1 1 ˆ ,

( )ℓ ( )ℓ

(( )ℓ ) ( )ℓ

whose solution is comparable to the one of the original scheme if we consider = ⋅ +kˆ 1ℓ ℓ ( ) since the only
requirement imposed on ℓ is > 4ℓ , which still holds.

6 About threat and security to mRLWE-CP-ABE

In this section, we analyse the security of our proposed scheme by first defining a suitable threat model,
including the possible collusion of one or more mediators with the attacker. Then, we discuss the security of
our solution against the IND-sCPA game described in Section 4.1 suitably tackled in terms of the proposed
threat model.

6.1 Threat model

We now describe the threat model of our system by means of five entities: the KGS, the set of SMs, the data
owner, the set of users, and an external attacker. We remember that the KGS is a trusted entity, whereas the
SMs are semi-trusted. The data owner is also trusted, whereas the users and, of course, the external attacker
are untrusted. We identify the following possible threats that may affect our system:
• SMs collusion: multiple SMs involved in the decryption of the same ciphertext may collude together to
decrypt without the user’s aid;

• Users collusion: multiple users may collude to decrypt a ciphertext they are not authorised to;
• Ineffective revocation: a revoked user is still able to decrypt;
• DOS-decryption: an attacker who compromises at least one SM can prevent legitimate users to decrypt.

We formally analyse the security of SMs and user collusion and the ineffective revocation in Theorem 1.
The DOS-decryption attack, indeed, can be mitigated by providing redundant mediated keys to SM as

already described in Section 5.1.

6.2 Security analysis

The here presented mediated scheme is equivalent to the original scheme from the point of view of an external
attacker. In fact, the encryption and decryption functions behave the same as in the original scheme but for the
addition of more noise (the more the mediators, the higher the noise). We can further claim, analogously to
Proposition 3, the security of the scheme under sCPA:
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Theorem 1. (Security of mRLWE-CP-ABE (external)) Let =χ Ψ̄α and let m, s, q, and α be as from (†). Then, if
LWE q χ, is hard, the revocable CP-ABE scheme (Setup, MKGen, Enc, PDec, MDec) defined by Algorithms 1, 5, 3, 6,
and 7 is secure against the sCPA.

In particular, if there exists an adversary� that breaks its sCPA security, then there exists an adversary 	
that solves the LWE q χ, decision problem.

The proof of the theorem is analogous to the one from the study by Zhang and Zhang [2]; however, we
report it for completeness.

Proof. Assume there exists a polynomial-time adversary � capable of breaking IND-sCPA for the mediated
scheme with advantage ε using at most q key generation queries by obtaining both user and mediator keys.

Let ∘�( ) be an oracle that samples always either from A χs, or from the uniform distributionU q�( ). Let 	
be an attacker who cooperates with � and wants to decide whether one of the two distributions ∘�( ) is
sampling from.

The idea of the cooperation is to build a CP-ABE game – with� as the attacker and 	 as the challenger –
that can be won with probability noticeably greater than 1

2
if and only if ∘�( ) is sampling from χs, . Assume that

such a game exists, and then, 	 can discriminate between the two distributions.
We recall that in order to run the game, the challenger	 is only required to be able to (i) provide a public

key to� , (ii) encrypt a message, and (iii) make q generations of valid keys (with respect to the provided public
key) on attribute specifications that do not satisfy the challenged access structure; decryption is hence not
required as well as being able to generate secret keys for attribute specification satisfying the challenged
access structure.

Let us formally define the game:
Init. � chooses a challenge = + −W W,� ( ) and prompts it to 	 .
Setup. 	 samples ∈ ×ya, q

n
q� �( ) pairs multiple times from ∘�( ) in order to build the matrices B0 and

±
Bi needed by the chosen access structure (out of the vectors ai) and to save (potentially) LWE-valid vectors ci

for the ciphertext creation. The total number of samples required is + + ⋅ ++ −S S m1 1(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) , and they are used
to build the following couples:
• ∈ ××

B v, q
n m

q
m

0 0 � �( ) ;
• ∈ ×vu, u q

n
q� �( ) ;

• ∈ ×+ + ×
B v,i i q

n m
q
m� �( ) for each ∈ +i S ;

• ∈ ×− − ×
B v,i i q

n m
q
m� �( ) for each ∈ −i S .

Then, in order to create the missing matrices +
Bi and −

Bi (respectively, for ∉ +i S and ∉ −i S ) and coherently
being able to run MKGen algorithm on � such that ⊬� � , the challenger 	 computes the following:
• ←+ + n m qB T, TrapGen , ,i Bi

( ) ( ) for each ∉ +i S ;
• ←− − n m qB T, TrapGen , ,i Bi

( ) ( ) for each ∉ −i S .

Finally, the challenger stores ∈ ∈+ + + +T T,i S i SB Bi i
({ } { } ) for the key generation, stores +

∈
−
∈+ −vv v v, , ,u i i S i i S0( { } { } ) for the

ciphertext creation, and outputs the public key = + −
∈B B B upk , , ,i i i0 �( { } ) to the attacker � .

Keygen query. Upon receiving a user attribute specification � from � , if ⊢� � , then 	 outputs ⊥.
Otherwise, there exists at least one attribute ∈ +i S such that ∉ +i W or ∈ −i S such that ∉ −i W ; let T̂ be the
short basis generated by TrapGen during setup associated with such an attribute. 	 finally runs and outputs

TMKGen pk, ˆ , �(( ) ) to � . Do note that the so-formed master secret key is valid for � (and for all the user
specifications containing i as does � ) since, according with Function 4, GenSamplePre requires whatever short
basis generated from a subset of m linearly independent vectors of A (the matrix in ×

q
n mk� defined in

Algorithm 5).
Challenge. The attacker � submits ∈M M, 0, 10 1 { } to the challenger 	 , who randomly chooses ∈b 0, 1{ }

and returns the (possibly valid) ciphertext associated with Mb. However, since 	 wants to output a valid
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ciphertext only if ∘�( ) is sampling from A sc, , the idea is to use the stored values from the setup
in order to emulate the LWE instances of the Enc function. Therefore, 	 computes and outputs =C

+
∈

−
∈+ −W z c c c, , , ,i i W i i W0( { } { } ) with:

• ← + ⌊ ⌋z v Mu b

q

2
, where vu emulates + xu s,T

z⟨ ⟩ ;

• ←c v0 0 to emulate +B s x,
T
0⟨ ⟩ ;

• ←+ +
c vi i to emulate ++

B s x,i
T⟨ ⟩ , for each ∈ +i W ;

• ←− −
c ci i to emulate +−

B s x,i
T⟨ ⟩ , for each ∈ −i W .

� is allowed us to make more key generation queries after the challenge has been set. Eventually, it

outputs a guess ′b for b that is correct either with probability + ε
1

2
if ∘�( ) is sampling from A sc, or with

probability 1

2
if it is sampling from ×U q

n
q� �( ). Hence, 	 guesses A sc, if = ′b b (i.e. � is correct) or guesses

×U q
n

q� �( ) if ≠ ′b b (i.e. � is wrong).
Do note that if ∘�( ) is sampling from A sc, , then	 guesses right with the same non-negligible advantage as

� does. So, if such � does exist, 	 can solve LWE problems, which yields the claim. □

However, due to the revocation requirement, security must also be ensured if the attacker is one or more
users, in the sense that
(i-u) A user is not able to decrypt as far as at least an SM denies its cooperation;
(ii-u) A user cannot reject a revocation in polynomial time, even after a polynomial number of correct

decryptions (meaning that he can neither break nor forge an SM key);
(iii-u) Multiple users cannot collude to retrieve an SM key or to decrypt a message;

and if the attacker is one or more SMs, in the sense that:
(i-m) One or more SM cannot collude to decrypt a message, even upon receiving many mediator keys from

different users;
(ii-m) One or more SM cannot collude to retrieve a user secret e.

We do note that mediator keys and user keys are complementary in the decryption phase and they are
generated all starting from ui distributed uniformly at random: u0 is given by the difference of vector
distributed uniformly at random; hence, it is still distributed uniformly at random. Since ui are generated
randomly for each user, it follows that different users e are independent one from the other; hence, combining
information from different keys ensures no further knowledge, ensuring (iii-u).

A similar outcome can be derived for SMs holding mediator keys related to different users. Moreover, SM
and users receive no information about mutual keys by-design and mediator keys, if equipped with � , are
equivalent to the user ones (i.e., SM keys are weaker than user ones), we have that (i-u) implies (i-m) (i.e., if a
user is not able to decrypt without even a single SM, then decryption cannot occur without the collaboration of
k parties out of the +k 1, no matters which one is missing).

We claim the following theorem to prove (i-u):

Theorem 2. (Security of PDec algorithm (break)) Let =χ Ψ̄α and let m, s, q, and α be as from (†). Then, if LWE q χ,

is hard, the CP-ABE scheme (Setup, MKGen, Enc, PDec, MDec) defined by Algorithms 1, 5, 3, 6, and 7 is secure
against the sCPA carried out by a user if at least one mediator does not participate in the decryption.

In particular, if there exists an adversary� that breaks its sCPA security, then there exists an adversary 	
that solves the LWE q χ, decision problem.

Proof. If at least a mediator (say ĵ ) does not take part in the decryption procedure, from client’s perspective,
the problem resembles solving the non-mediated version of the scheme with higher noise on z. In fact, he can
compute ′ ← − ∑ = ≠z z aj j j

k

j0, ˆ and ′ = ′ +
∈

−
∈+ −C W z c c c, , , ,i i W i i W0( { } { } ) is a valid ciphertext (apart from the poten-

tially higher noise) for the non-mediated scheme with public key = + −
∈B B B upk , , ,i i i j0 ˆ�( { } ).
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The only advantage the client has is the knowledge of its e that, however, reveals further information
neither about the short basis TB0

nor about other keys2 since they are obtained from GenSamplePre applied to
uniformly random u.

It follows that if there exists an adversary � that breaks sCPA for the mediated scheme under these
assumptions, then there exists an adversary ′� that breaks sCPA for the non-mediated scheme, and hence, by
Proposition 3, there exists an adversary 	 that solves the LWE q χ, decision problem. □

Furthermore, by design, SMs receive no information about the decryption procedure when a request is
submitted by a user; hence, they can learn anything about the user’s secret neither from the query itself nor
from other sources. Analogously, (ii-m) follows.

Do also consider that mediators receive no information about the attribute specification � as well;
however, if mediators do have access to the database of ciphertexts and can guess which ciphertext was
delivered by the user, they can guess the attribute specification by matching vector y with the allowed ±

ci . In
particular, guessing the correct match between delivered y and ciphertext is mainly a combinatorial matter
that has not received much attention in the literature. However, we point out that, whenever it would get
important to preserve the privacy between which users required which ciphertext (e.g., to prevent user
profiling), a possible solution for the user would be to protect y by adding a noise ← χx mr

$ . It is out of the
scope of this article to show the complete proof of correctness; however, do note that +y x would still be
considered as a valid LWE sample (see also later the proof of Theorem 3) with higher noise and decryption
would still be correct with some correction on total noise size.

Finally, we claim the following theorem that tackles (ii-u):

Theorem 3. (Security of PDec algorithm) Let =χ Ψ̄α and let m, s, q, and α be as from (†). Then, if LWE q χ, is hard,
the function PDec defined by Algorithm 6 is hard to:
• Break, in the sense that there exists no polynomial-time algorithm to retrieve mk from a polynomially bounded
number of pair ay,( ), where ←a yPDec , mk( ).

• Forge, in the sense that there exists no polynomial-time algorithm to evaluate a* from an arbitrary y*, where
←a y* PDec *, mk( ), without knowing mk from a priorly obtained polynomially bounded number of pair
ay ,

i i( ), where ←a yPDec , mki i
( ).

In particular, if there exists an adversary� that breaks (forges) PDec, then there exists an adversary	 that
breaks the LWE q χ, search (decision) problem.

Proof.We recall ← Ay χs$ , since = +y A s x,⟨ ⟩ ; hence, y is indistinguishable from the uniform distribution for
the LWE q χ, hardness.

It is easy to see that ∈a A smk, ; in fact, = +a xmk y,T⟨ ⟩ , where y is statistically uniform to random and
←x χ$ . It follows that PDec is an actual instance of LWE q χ, , hence proving the claim. □

7 Multiple-bit encryption

The original CP-ABE scheme introduced in Section 4 was also proposed as an N -bit encryption scheme (with
∈N �), where the same shared secret s was used to encrypt a vector of message bits ∈M 0, 1 N{ } .
The authors introduced a public matrix ∈ ×

U q
n N� and a user secret matrix E of size ×mr N , where each

of the N columns is generated by applying GenSamplePre to a different column of U. Here, encryption works
analogously, with the only difference within the evaluation of z, now being a vector z:



2 If this was the case, do note also that users could forge other users keys at first glance.
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← + + ⌊ ⌋ ←
q

χz U s x M x,
2

, with .T
z z

N
$⟨ ⟩

Decryption, at the same glance, does not require any further care; in fact, once retrieved the suitable y vector,
we can perform:

← = + = + ′

← − = − ′ + ⎢
⎣
⎥
⎦

q

a E y E A s E x U s x

b z a x x M

, , , , , ,

2
,

T T T T T

z

⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟨ ⟩⟩ ⟨ ⟩ ⟨ ⟩

and, finally, by identifying = M MM , …, N1( ) and = b bb , …, N1( ):

⎪

⎪

←
⎧
⎨
⎩

⎢
⎣
⎥
⎦ ≤ ≤ ⎢⎣

⎥
⎦ =M

q
b

q

i N
1, if

4

3

4

0, otherwise

, for 1,…, .i

i

A notable advantage of this approach is given by the size of the ciphertext, since only a single copy of c0, +
ci

(for each ∈ +i W ) and −
ci (for each ∈ −i W ) is needed regardless of the number N of encrypted bits. Therefore,C

is made of + ⋅ ⋅ ≤ ++ −N m W W N mr2∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ values in q� , compared with the Nmr2 generated by N different single-
bit encryptions.

Clearly, the mediated scheme introduced in this article can benefit from the same approach, where
mediators and user both receive a matrix MKj and E of size ×mr N , built upon random matrices

← ×
UUj q

n N
$ �( ) and upon = − ∑ =U U Uj

k

j0 1 , respectively.
Furthermore, security is ensured with the same claims as per the original manuscript.

8 Experiments with mRLWE-CP-ABE

Here, we report the results of the performance experiments we carry out to evaluate the overhead introduced by
the generation of the mediator keys and by their application in the decryption phase. In order to do
that, we implement mRLWE-CP-ABE on top of the Palisade-ABE implementation3 of the study by Zhang and
Zhang [2] and we compare the execution time of KGen vs MKGen and of Dec vs (PDec + MDec) vs Enc. In particular,
we compare the time for (PDec + MDec) also against the time needed for Enc algorithm as the procedure PDec

spends most of the time generating the error xj (cf. Algorithm 6 l.1) to protect the mediator key (which corre-
sponds to actually performing an LWE scheme). It is important to note that such an error generation does not
depend on the inputs of PDec and can be also generated offline to save computational time.

We carry out the following performance experiments on an Nvidia DGX-1 equipped with 512 GB of
memory; for each experiment, we report in Table 1 the average execution time over 20 repetitions for the
three different security levels, namely, HEStd_128_classic, HEStd_192_classic, and HEStd_256_classic, and for
five values for the number of attributes, for instance, 6, 8, 16, 20, and 34. We conduct experiments fixing the
number of encrypted bits to 10,000 and setting =k 1.

As mentioned earlier, by seeing Table 1, it is clear that the decryption in our system (PDec + MDec) requires
almost the time of the encryption. For what concern the KGen vs MKGen, the latter requires to double the time of
the former; the behaviour is what we expect as MKGen needs to generate both the user key and the mediator
keys and in the experiments setup, as mentioned, =k 1 so actually it generates two keys.

Whenk is increased, we experience a linear growth of both the MKGen and the MDec execution time. However, it
is worthwhile noticing that, despite the total execution time for MDec clearly scales linearly with k , the time of a
single PDec does not. As a consequence, if in MDec the queries to the SMs are implemented asynchronously (cf.
Algorithm 7 ll.7–8), then the resulting computational time is the same regardless of the number of SMs.



3 Last access time 02-12-2022 at https://gitlab.com/palisade/palisade-abe.
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9 Conclusions and further work

In this article, we have presented – to the best of our knowledge – the first scheme for revocable CP-ABE based
on the LWE problem over lattices, hence being embedded in a post-quantum secure environment. The scheme
takes advantage of the lattice-based CP-ABE scheme first presented in the study by Zhang and Zhang [2] by
building upon it a server-aided fine-grained revoking system (mRLWE-CP-ABE). The servers involved are
considered semi-trusted; hence, the security proofs are given against different threat models. Security and
applications are discussed both in the single-bit and in the multi-bit approach. For the sake of completeness,
the here proposed scheme mRLWE-CP-ABE is implemented on the ABE spin-off of the well-established open-
source library Palisade to experimentally validate and provide some early performance estimation with
particular attention to the overhead with respect to the original scheme. The implementation will be released
as open source to let the community independently test and evaluate it.

In future implementations, we plan to develop a similar approach on two schemes similar to the one
presented in Section 4.2: the first, proposed by Zhang et al. [34], introduced support to multi-valued attributes,
while the second, introduced by Chen et al. [35], extends over [34] to support Ring-LWE. Furthermore, we also
plan to provide support to other libraries, including e.g., Microsoft SEAL [36] and Pyfhel, as well as to carry out
a more in-depth performance analysis of the system. On the side, future work might also be focused on
investigating threshold systems for allowing more complex distribution of secrets amongst the SMs, hence
providing more strength and robustness to the proposed system. Finally, and arguably most importantly, work
is currently in progress to provide a formal proof of the post-quantum resistance of mRLWE-CP-ABE, in
particular to tackle the problems highlighted by Lombardi et al. in the recent literature [32].
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Table 1: Average execution time (ms) of KGen, MKGen, Dec, PDec, MDec, and Enc algorithms. We run experiments by varying the security
level and the values for attributes. We fix the number of SMs to =k 1 and the size of plaintext to 10,000 bits

Parameters Time (ms)

Security level #Attributes KGen MKGen Dec PDec + MDec Enc

HEStd_128_classic 6 179 354 1 54 47
HEStd_128_classic 8 223 451 2 75 73
HEStd_128_classic 16 386 769 3 141 129
HEStd_128_classic 20 465 938 4 185 174
HEStd_128_classic 32 725 1,463 7 309 276
HEStd_192_classic 6 108 212 0 23 21
HEStd_192_classic 8 125 248 1 32 31
HEStd_192_classic 16 195 387 1 59 56
HEStd_192_classic 20 227 454 2 80 73
HEStd_192_classic 32 336 657 3 117 112
HEStd_256_classic 6 341 681 3 103 99
HEStd_256_classic 8 435 864 4 149 147
HEStd_256_classic 16 771 1,550 8 282 272
HEStd_256_classic 20 929 1,869 9 381 363
HEStd_256_classic 32 1,470 2,947 16 687 574
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